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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 16 Jun 2016 03:18
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:
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We are simply

Ruth-less 

Obama called. he said to thank you for recycling.

guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/261537-FREE-HARDCORE-
CORNOGRAPHY?limit=15&start=555#286237

Tell Obama his searchcrew is lost

I used the forum search and couldn't find it

Apparently you have a good IQ

HMMMMMMMMMM 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 16 Jun 2016 03:32
_____________________________________

https://guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/261537-FREE-HARDCORE-
CORNOGRAPHY?limit=15&start=255#280217

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 17 Jun 2016 05:39
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 16 Jun 2016 03:32:

https://guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/261537-FREE-HARDCORE-
CORNOGRAPHY?limit=15&start=255#280217

somehow this is the first time i am seeing this. believe you me, had i known about this, there
would have been a fertilizer comment not too far behind. (no pun intended.)

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Abie - 17 Jun 2016 17:29
_____________________________________

 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 17 Jun 2016 20:55
_____________________________________

That's absolute selfishness and cruelty to animals. You should be encaged, and let our brother
out his cell right now

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Markz - 24 Jun 2016 04:52
_____________________________________

willshamet wrote:

Stopping by to say hello to everyone...I'm here in Cincinnati,Ohio I want to give thanks unto
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Hashem for inspiring & giving me the courage to reach out to the program.I'm Afro-American
married with two beautiful girls 21 & 20 also I have a son who is 10.Getting to it...at 13 I began
to venture into inappropriate materials my older brother assume he had hidden from me.We all
know the rest.So I'm here today at 41,fighting with everything to enter the Lord's Holiness.I
deeply cherish Israel & the Truth in which it was founded upon.I believe in what is written that a
man cannot serve Hashem fully unless his house is in order.To accomplish without I must
accomplish within.I want to be whole...peace to you all.

Whence there are unmarrieds hosted on this site and last eve Cordnoy edited a post instituting
(finally) a gye dating site. Perhaps it may be fair to offer your daughter's hand in marriage for the
holy boy of the same religion whom shall yet inspire your courage to duly order your house, so
he may be well incentivized

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 24 Jun 2016 05:01
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 24 Jun 2016 04:52:

willshamet wrote:

Stopping by to say hello to everyone...I'm here in Cincinnati,Ohio I want to give thanks unto
Hashem for inspiring & giving me the courage to reach out to the program.I'm Afro-American
married with two beautiful girls 21 & 20 also I have a son who is 10.Getting to it...at 13 I began
to venture into inappropriate materials my older brother assume he had hidden from me.We all
know the rest.So I'm here today at 41,fighting with everything to enter the Lord's Holiness.I
deeply cherish Israel & the Truth in which it was founded upon.I believe in what is written that a
man cannot serve Hashem fully unless his house is in order.To accomplish without I must
accomplish within.I want to be whole...peace to you all.

Whence there are unmarrieds hosted on this site and last eve Cordnoy edited a post instituting
(finally) a gye dating site. Perhaps it may be fair to offer your daughter's hand in marriage for the
holy boy of the same religion whom shall yet inspire your courage to duly order your house, so
he may be well incentivized
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just making sure mark can't get cold feet and delete this

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by thanks613 - 24 Jun 2016 15:49
_____________________________________

A tribute to Markz:

 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by thanks613 - 24 Jun 2016 15:52
_____________________________________

A tribute to corn:

 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 27 Jun 2016 02:44
_____________________________________

someone emailed me a funny joke about Hillary Clinton that I wanted to post here. but
somehow before I could post it, the email got deleted.

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by stillgoing - 27 Jun 2016 02:53
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 27 Jun 2016 02:44:

someone emailed me a funny joke about Hillary Clinton that I wanted to post here. but
somehow before I could post it, the email got deleted.

I had a good joke to post in response to what you wrote, then i realized that that was excatly

what you meant....

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 27 Jun 2016 02:53
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 27 Jun 2016 02:44:

someone emailed me a funny joke about Hillary Clinton that I wanted to post here. but
somehow before I could post it, the email got deleted.

"yes, this is quite corny"

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 27 Jun 2016 02:57
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 27 Jun 2016 02:44:
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someone emailed me a funny joke about Hillary Clinton that I wanted to post here. but
somehow before I could post it, the email got deleted.

"yes, it's quite corny"

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 27 Jun 2016 02:59
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 27 Jun 2016 02:44:

someone emailed me a funny joke about Hillary Clinton that I wanted to post here. but
somehow before I could post it, the email got deleted.

"yes, it's quite corny" 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by stillgoing - 27 Jun 2016 18:53
_____________________________________

thanks613 wrote on 24 Jun 2016 15:49:

A tribute to Markz:
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ok, I know I fell for it twice, but it never mentioned the fact that there are indeed only 10 facts
after it skipped two... Where am I going wrong and falling for it again?

========================================================================
====
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